
wormate.io

**About wormate.io**

In wormate.io, players control a worm that has to eat as many sweets as possible to become the

longest worm on the field.

With the wormate.io app, you can play the popular browser game, which is reminiscent of the

classic game Snake, also on smartphones and tablets. Guide your worm through a large candy

world and eat as many donuts, cakes and sweets as you can in order to keep your worm growing.

Protect the food from other worms and cut their way to get more sweets.io now for free on our

website.

**wormate.io - Functions:** 

- Guide your worm through the candy world: In wormate.io you have to guide a colorful worm

through an even more colorful world full of sweets. On your way across the board, you have to

collect as many sweets, cakes or donuts as possible. This ensures that your worm keeps growing

and that you reach the highest score on the playing field. The more points you earn by eating

sweets, the higher you are on the leaderboard.

- Cut off other worms: The gameplay of wormate.io could be so easy, if there were no other worms

on the field, which also aim for the sweets. Cut off the other worms and snap their sweets up. As

soon as you cut off another worm, it vanishes and leaves a large mountain of sweets behind,

which you can eat then.

- Play against players from all over the world: Since wormate.io is an online multiplayer game, you

can play in real time against players from all over the world. Snap up the most sweets and show

your opponents that your worm is the fastest, most agile and longest worm on the field.

Conclusion: The game wormate.io takes up the popular gameplay of games like Snake and

extends it with many new features that make the game even more exciting. In wormate.io, the

game does not end when your worm touches itself, but only when other worms cut off your way. In

addition, you can compete against numerous players from all over the world in real time.

Wormate.


